Plant metabolomics has benefited from a rich array of pre-existing methodological approaches and bioanalytical knowledge for the characterization of the many chemically diverse classes of metabolites. While the field has pushed the implementation of unbiased and generally applicable strategies for metabolite extraction, fractionation and detection, significant challenges in fundamental activities such as compound identification and quantification still exist. This review provides an introduction to metabolomics terminology, methods and resources and discusses analytical limitations. Progress in the application of stable isotope dilution and stable isotopic metabolic labeling to metabolite identification and quantification are discussed. New strategies to address spatial distribution of metabolites via mass spectrometry-based imaging are also reviewed.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade a rich array of analytical strategies has been created for the high throughput analysis of plant metabolites. These strategies are typically referred to under the broader mantel of metabolomics and are often accompanied by terms that are misused or poorly defined to distinguish experimental approaches including: metabolite profiling, metabonomics, metabolic fingerprinting, or metabolic footprinting [1] . Metabolome is a term conceptualized by extrapolation from genome, and refers to the complete set of metabolites in a biological system often as they correspond to a complete set of genes [2] . This concept has emerged from systems biology, which attempts to measure and model various aspects of the molecular components (genes, transcripts, proteins and metabolites) of a biological system to generate information about the interactions between these molecules that can provide novel insight into the molecular basis for macroscopic properties of the system. Metabolomics is the characterization of the metabolome. While genomes have been sequenced for many organisms, it is currently not possible to measure the complete metabolome for any but the simplest biological systems. It is difficult to estimate the numbers of metabolites that one might expect to observe even for model systems like Arabidopsis thaliana that have had complete and extensively annotated genomes for close to a decade. The number of compounds in the metabolome of a specific species has yet to be precisely determined, but estimates based on genome size vary from $600 in yeast to over 2000 for humans [3] and 5000-25 000 for different species of plants [4, 5] . Other approaches using high throughput metabolite analysis focus on a subset of useful information while avoiding the difficulties of comprehensive metabolite characterization. Metabolic fingerprinting uses signals from hundreds to thousands of metabolites for rapid sample classification via statistical analysis [6] . The term metabonomics [7] is sometimes used to refer to metabolic fingerprinting experiments thought its use has been discouraged due to the obvious potential for confusion with metabolomics [1] . Proponents of Adrian Hegeman is an Assistant Professor at the Departments of Horticultural Science and Plant Biology, Microbial and Plant Genomics Institute, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities campus. His research interests include the development of new methodology for high throughput plant metabolite analysis. metabonomics sometimes use the term broadly adding to the general confusion [8] . This approach does not typically attempt to identify the metabolites responsible for the signals but will use the signals to differentiate between populations based on some characteristic such as disease status or a quality trait. Often signals that are dominant classifiers will be identified to provide additional information about the molecular basis for the classified characteristic. Metabolite footprinting is a similar approach that examines the signals associated with an organism's growth in a substrate or medium by analysis of chemical species in the substrate [9, 10] . Lastly, metabolite profiling attempts to identify and quantify a specific class or classes of chemically related metabolites that often share chemical properties that facilitate simultaneous analysis [11] . Metabolite profiling experiments have been performed for many decades, but have benefited recently from the increased interest in metabolomics for more effective metabolite analysis.
Plant metabolomics topics, especially its application to functional genomics have been extensively reviewed [1, [12] [13] [14] . Other more specific topics have been reviewed including: metabolomics in systems biology [15] ; and the application of metabolomics to crop plant improvement [16] ; genetically modified crop plant evaluation [17] ; human nutrition [18] and agriculture [19] . A robust set of data collection, curation and reporting standards have been (and are being) developed by the community [20, 21] . The analytical considerations of plant metabolomics have also been previously reviewed [22, 23] .
High throughput approaches for the characterization of biomolecules including DNA sequencing, nucleic acid microarrays, and tandem mass spectrometry-based protein identification were required before genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic experiments could be conceived. While these 'omics' disciplines were enabled by specific technical advances, metabolomics has exhibited far less dependence on any one technological breakthrough. This is partly because the vastly greater variety of chemical properties encompassed by metabolite pools compared to nucleic acids or proteins, but also because metabolites are not biopolymers like DNA, RNA and proteins linked by the genetic code and thus have not benefited from the increasing availability of genome sequence data. Instead, metabolomics has been approached using a variety of fairly mature analytical tools predominantly nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [24, 25] and mass spectrometry (MS) [26] but also infrared (IR) spectroscopy [27] . This review will primarily focus on NMR and MS strategies, which are by far the most commonly employed. MS approaches are coupled to a broad range of different separation/ionization strategies including liquid chromatography (LC-MS) [28, 29] , direct infusion (DI-MS) [30] , matrixassisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI-MS) [31] , gas chromatography (GC-MS) [30, 32] , capillary electrophoresis (CE-MS) [33] and multidimensional chromatographies (LC Â LC or GC Â GC ÀMS) [34, 35] . While all of these approaches are general and can be applied to broad classes of metabolites, each one has different advantages and disadvantages with regard to the type of information provided, sensitivity and interferences. As a result, application of combinations of these approaches is advantageous [36, 37] .
There are numerous examples of metabolomics studies that are successful within current analytical limitations and capabilities. These include the evaluation of 'substantial equivalence' [38] for the safety assessment of genetically modified crops [39, 40] . Metabolomics has been used to assist in genome annotation [41] . New gene functions have been identified by analysis of genetic knockouts in phytoalexin biosynthesis [42] , circadian clock function [43] and natural product biosynthesis [44] . Plant metabolic biotic [45] [46] [47] and abiotic [48] [49] [50] stress responses have examined [51, 52] . Metabolic engineering projects have used high throughput metabolite analysis to assess global consequences of their modifications [53] . Metabolic profiling of phytomedicinal species has proven a valuable tool for quality control [54] and optimization of yield [55] [56] [57] . Metabolomics is also a particularly powerful tool for studying environmental and ecological interactions (reviewed in ref. [58] ); the approach has been used to find molecular signatures for endophytes [59] , for discovering unexpected bioactive compounds in plant herbivore interactions [45] , and to discover metabolites induced by fungal infections [60] . Metabolite fingerprints are also being used to identify compounds associated with specific quality traits for rapid screening in plant breeding programs [61, 62] . Despite the fact that genomic information cannot be used as a constraint for metabolite analysis, metabolomics can be applied effectively to the analysis of species lacking sequenced genomes. Thus species that are not genome enabled may be examined using metabolomics approaches where transcriptomics and proteomics would likely fail.
ANALYTICAL CHALLENGES IN PLANT METABOLOMICS
The long-range goal of metabolomics might reasonably be defined as the characterization of an organism's complete complement of metabolites. In examining the analytical challenges involved in metabolite characterization (in contrast to genome sequencing) one begins to appreciate the present practical impossibility of comprehensive metabolomics: (i) the chemical diversity of a typical metabolome is enormous and requires multiple general approaches for extraction, fractionation and analysis to accommodate variation in solubility, reactivity and other chemico-physical properties [63] ; (ii) dynamic range of metabolite concentrations can also be huge requiring efficient separation strategies so that minor components are not completely lost among those that are more abundant; (iii) spatial distribution includes specific organs, cell types, sub cellular domains, extracellular spaces and occasionally extends beyond the organism to compounds excreted into the environment [64] ; (iv) temporal distribution is similarly large with variations ranging across an organism's lifespan, seasonal and circadian rhythms and faster chemical movements and oscillations [65] ; and (v) unlike proteomics and transcriptional studies, genomic information cannot be used as a constraint for the identification of molecular species. Because of these challenges, state of the art metabolomics studies do not begin to approach the ultimate goal of comprehensive identification, quantification and localization of every metabolite. Subsequent sections explore the specifics of these challenges for metabolite extraction, identification, quantification, dynamic range and distribution examining various strategies for extending current methodological capabilities.
Metabolite extraction
Most metabolomics studies (other than those that focus on excreted metabolite populations) must rely on cell/tissue homogenization followed by some form of extraction to remove compounds from cellular debris and place them into a context that is amenable to analysis. One strives to meet three (sometimes conflicting) goals: (i) metabolism must be quenched; (ii) chemical identity of metabolites should be preserved; and (iii) metabolite solubilization should be reproducible and ideally complete. To stop metabolism extremes of temperature or pH are rapid and effective addition of acid or base or high temperatures result in significant degradation of many metabolite classes. Freezing helps to stabilize labile metabolites but tissue excision and freezing need to be accomplished quickly to avoid induction of wounding responses. Rapid freeze methods include immersion into liquid nitrogen, liquid nitrogen-cooled isopentane [66] and freeze clamping [67] . As freezing generally preserves protein structure steps need to be taken to avoid warming that may allow some enzyme activity to perturb metabolite pool composition. Freeze drying can help stabilize frozen samples, but may result in the loss of volatile metabolites and lyophilized samples can still reabsorb atmospheric water and regain some enzyme activity. One strategy uses polar organic solvent (alcohols or acetonitrile) extraction of frozen samples at low temperatures (À72 C) to extract metabolites away from enzymes and cellular debris. Because of the low-temperature extraction is extremely inefficient and requires multiple repetitions. The initial extractions efficiently remove water from the enzymes making it possible to increase the extraction temperature (to 4 C) in subsequent rounds providing better extraction efficiency [68] . Several studies have suggested that 90% methanol/10% water is the best solvent for optimizing the number of extracted metabolites and the reproducibility among multiple extractions [37, 69, 70] . Although isopropanol water mixtures may be comparable in their efficiency while minimizing unwanted esterification side reactions. Other studies have examined optimal extraction protocols for combined LC-MS and GC-MS analysis [71] , and for plant metabolites by NMR [72] .
Detection, dynamic range and quantification
The analytical approaches commonly used for metabolomics studies are all capable of measuring broad ranges of molecule classes, but each technique also has limitations with regard to detection, sensitivity, dynamic range and quantification. NMR provides a great deal of structural information for virtually any biomolecule and signal intensity is linearly related to analyte abundance for facile quantification, but is not nearly as sensitive as any of the MS approaches [24] . Many different types of multidimensional NMR experiments can be used to resolve overlapping peaks in complex spectra [73] . GC-MS is limited to analytes that are thermally stable and volatile (or can be made volatile through derivatization) but is several orders of magnitude more sensitive than NMR and has a linear signal to concentration relationship. LC-MS is still more sensitive than GC-MS and more comprehensive as there are no volatility requirements and fewer issues with thermal lability. The electrospray ionization (ESI) process is competitive and may not always give a linear signal to concentration curve when multiple compounds are being ionized at the same time. This phenomenon is called 'ion suppression' and it necessitates a high degree of internal control for consistent and accurate quantification of complex mixtures by LC-MS [74, 75] .
Performing absolute quantification in MS metabolomics experiments limits the numbers of compounds that one can measure because of the requirement for calibration curves or internal standard curves using samples of standard reference compounds [76, 77] . As a compromise one often adopts semi-quantitative approaches like relative quantification where changes in abundance are measured in lieu of absolute quantities [78, 79] . It is important to note, however, that as purification and derivatization procedures become more complex, the error propagated through multiple steps cumulatively degrades the accuracy of quantitative measurements collected using these strategies. As a result, quantification becomes less accurate as attempts are made to overcome dynamic range limitations and to dig deeper into populations of low abundance metabolites. GC-MS is generally amenable to relative quantification by spectral comparison across carefully controlled and randomized sample sets. For LC-MS, because of ion suppression phenomena, relative quantification is much less reliable [80] . Both LC and GC-MS require a means of ubiquitous sample control through multistep manipulation for accurate quantification.
Stable isotopes and metabolic labeling
Isotopic dilution analysis is one of the most effective approaches for bypassing the limitations imposed by the demands of multi-step purification and variations in ionization and detector efficiency. This approach can be used to avoid the confounding effects of ion suppression in ESI during LC-MS analysis of complex samples. Isotope dilution analysis uses the fact that two compounds, differing only in mass due to the substitution of one or more stable heavy atom isotopes, can be adequately co-purified and that the isotopic enrichment of the mixture can be determined following isolation [81] . Stable isotope dilution provides an ideal internal control where labeled compounds are added at the earliest possible stages to account for steps that are incomplete or partial, including extraction, derivatization and fractionation. Absolute quantification can be accomplished by addition of a known quantity of labeled standard prior to workup and analysis. Finding sources for labeled compounds can be problematic using this approach for measuring large numbers of compounds. One way to avoid this problem is to use an organism's capacity to incorporate inexpensive labeled nutrients (such as 13 CO 2 or 15 NO 3 ) to label every molecule. This approach, called 'metabolic labeling' (reviewed in ref. [82] ), has been used extensively for quantification in proteomics, to enhance NMR sensitivity [83] , and is starting to be applied to metabolomics in plant suspension cells [84, 85] and in whole plants [30, 86, 87] . Relative quantification of multiple compounds can be easily accomplished with this approach either by mixing labeled and unlabeled organisms for every experimental sample, or by producing a large quantity of labeled plant material that can be spiked into large numbers of unlabeled experimental samples. Absolute quantification can be performed using a variant of this approach that first employs 'reverse isotope dilution' [88, 89] to find the quantities of specific metabolites the large pool of labeled plant material. This can be accomplished using the more accessible unlabeled metabolite standards and then using that indexed labeled standard to quantify large numbers of unknown unlabeled experimental samples [77] .
Metabolite identification
High throughput compound identification continues to be a significant challenge for metabolomics having multiple dimensions of ambiguity in the most commonly used approaches. High confidence identification typically relies on direct comparison to standard reference compounds to confirm the exact match to chromatographic and spectral data. Use of standard compounds is certainly neither high throughput nor in many cases feasible when reference compounds are not available. While publicly accessible data library resources are available for reference comparison, different techniques vary widely in how useful these comparisons are for compound identification depending on how well the methodology is standardized. GC-MS, for example, can be quite consistent between various instrument types and multiple laboratories for both electron ionization (EI) fragmentation patterns and indexed retention times making searchable library resources quite effective for GC-MS-based compound identification [26] . Similarly, NMR can make effective use of spectral library resources provided that proper sample standardization practices are employed [24] . LC-MS and MS/MS typically have a high degree of variation and a lack suitable standardization to provide spectral information or retention indexing in library data collections suitable for robust compound identification [90] . This is in part due to the wide variation in properties of LC media and the difficulty in selecting broadly optimized LC methods, but also because of the lack of consistent fragmentation across different MS/MS platforms [26] . Despite these obstacles to compound identification from LC-MS datasets the advantages of this approach, particularly with regard to sensitivity, have provided demand for the development of alternative compound identification tools. One such alternative uses very high mass accuracy measurements to allow the direct calculation of elemental composition for compounds <250-350 amu. This approach typically requires mass errors <10 ppm and provides one or multiple elemental compositions calculated from the monoisotopic mass of each unknown compound using integer combinations of naturally occurring isotope masses [91] . Recently, stable isotopic labeling has been used to extend the mass range and precision of elemental composition assignment from accurate mass measurements by allowing the numbers of carbon and or nitrogen atoms to be directly measured thereby eliminating the carbon and nitrogen variables from the elemental composition calculation [30, 86, 87] .
Spectral library resources
Web resources for MS-based metabolomics data analysis have been recently reviewed [92] . Mass spectral libraries are available from various commercial sources such as NIST 08 with 191 436 spectra from the National Institute for Standards and Technology and the Wiley Registry eighth ed. with $400 000 spectra. Many EI spectral libraries do not provide adequate coverage of metabolites but instead contain large numbers of compounds from other classes including petrochemicals and pharmaceuticals. NIST libraries have been carefully curated though several cycles of revision and additions and also include GC retention indices for 44 008 compounds [93] . Metabolite specific GC-MS EI libraries are also available including plant specific collections in Oliver Fiehn's lab containing 1162 spectra, and the Golm Metabolite Database with both GC-quadrupole (306 compounds) and GC-TOF (229 compounds). The Golm database also contains unidentified spectra from plant extracts for GC-quad (268 spectra) and GC-TOF (403 spectra) [94] . The Human Metabolome Database has a metabolite GC-MS EI library with 305 entries. All three of the metabolite specific libraries almost exclusively contain spectra of trimethylsilyl (TMS) derivatives and occasionally methyl oxime derivatives [95] . The range of reagents available and their ability to modify diverse functional groups (carboxylic acids, alcohols, amines, phosphoesters, sulpho esters), often without prior knowledge of the compound structures, has contributed to the wide adoption of TMS derivatization. Because of their general applicability, TMS techniques can be quite useful, however, they do have several drawbacks [96] . In LC-MS, MS/MS spectra can theoretically provide adequate fragmentation information to implement a spectral database matching strategy for identification of compounds analogous to that of GC-MS. In practice, however, MS/MS spectra vary from instrument to instrument, rendering spectral library matching strategies for MS/MS less effective. Still, efforts have been made to try to build MS/MS libraries for specific MS/MS instrumentation. Again, NIST has taken the lead with a collection of 14 802 spectra of 3898 positive and 1410 negative ions. The METLIN database has also made significant progress emphasizing metabolites with 573 positive ion and 587 negative ion spectra representing 881 total metabolites [97] . Perhaps the availability of these databases will help provide a basis set for MS/MS standardization that should make library searching of LC-MS/MS data a viable option. NMR and IR spectra can often be calculated although the results are not always accurate. The Madison Metabolomics Consortium Database has NMR spectral information for >19 700 metabolites and related compounds that includes many simulations in addition to spectra collected from standard compounds [98] .
Spatial distribution and mass spectrometry-based imaging
Most experimental approaches for plant metabolomics employ homogenization and extraction procedures to remove metabolites from other plant components that interfere with analysis. Homogenization, of course, completely destroys potentially valuable information concerning metabolite distribution across a sample [64] . Brute force has been used to dissect, homogenize and analyze specific zones of larger plant organs such as melon [36] , but this is not always possible for smaller tissues. Laser-assisted microdissection techniques are critical for sampling specific cell types but do not easily provide a holistic view of metabolite distribution (reviewed in ref. [99] ). While many direct spatial imaging approaches exist these often fail to be either sufficiently comprehensive or sensitive to be useful for metabolomics. Several strategies using mass spectrometry (MS) provide measurements for multiple species with spatial resolution, although the resolution can be quite low [100, 101] (reviewed in ref. [102] ). These include: Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) imaging [103] , Desorption Electrospray Ionization (DESI) imaging [104] and Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI) imaging [105] . SIMS imaging offers the best resolution images ($1 nm) of the MS imaging options although molecular fragmentation resulting from high-energy ionization may limit this approach for metabolomics. SIMS has been used for imaging of lipids in frozen mammalian tissue sections using diagnostic product ions by TOF-SIMS [106] , but has not been used extensively for plant tissues to date. Use of lower energy ion beams will improve the utility of this approach for biological samples but decrease resolution ($1 mm) [107, 108] . DESI is a newer approach that is significantly lower in resolution (>250 mm) but much lower energies allowing observation of intact molecular ions. MALDI Imaging has been the most widely used MS imaging approach for biological samples and provides resolutions from 20 to 200 mm [105, 109] . MALDI uses a laser instead of an ion beam (as in SIMS) and requires the physical application of a substance called a 'matrix' to assist in the ionization process. MALDI like DESI is a soft ionization process that results primarily in intact molecular ions with a single charge. One of the main challenges for metabolomics applications of MALDI imaging concerns the high degree of spectral overlap between small molecules and signals derived from the matrix. Four main strategies have been used to avoid this problem: the first uses an IR laser with an atmospheric pressure (AP) source, which excites water in the sample as the matrix [110] ; the second employs higher molecular weight matrix molecules such as C 60 or colloidal graphite, which do not produce as many interfering peaks [111] ; the third uses tandem MS to monitor reaction products of a selected mass fragmentation event to dramatically reduce background noise [112] ; the fourth uses matrix free laser desorption with a standard UV laser configuration and special surfaces such as porous silicon wafers [113] .
Examples using MALDI imaging approaches plant samples include two studies looking at metabolites in fruit. Zhang and coworkers performed MALDI imaging on mature apple and strawberry section comparing standard MALDI matrix approaches to one using colloidal graphite [111] . This investigation demonstrated that colloidal graphite yielded superior results with less matrix interference. It should be pointed out that some MALDI instrumentation vendors discourage the use of graphite matrices due to short-circuiting of source electronics with excessive use of the highly conductive powder. Images were generated for apple and strawberry sections and compound distributions were generated from MS data only while MS/MS data were used to support compound assignments. MS/MS transitions for signal to noise enhancement was demonstrated for ellagic acid localization in the strawberry samples. This colloidal graphite approach was later used to examine cuticular waxes and flavonoids from various surfaces and cross-sections of Arabidopsis aerial tissues [114] . Li and coworkers have published three articles detailing using native water as matrix in samples prepared for analysis using an atmospheric pressure MALDI source with an IR laser [110, 115, 116] . One examined strawberry, banana and grape tissue and saw a host of sugars and organic acids as were seen by Zhang et al. except that fewer fatty acids were detected. This may be a consequence of using water as the matrix, which may favor hydrophilic analytes over lipids. Most of the oligosaccharides were observed as potassium adducts and some additional amino acids were observed that were not discussed by Zhang. This approach has an added advantage of bypassing the need for exogenous matrix application.
CONCLUSION
Metabolomics is becoming an increasingly popular approach for identifying the molecular underpinnings of macroscopic biological phenomena. Its applicability to species with incomplete genomic data has made it quite useful for the analysis of properties of crop species prior to the complete sequencing of their genomes. In contrast to high throughput methodology for the analysis of DNA, RNA and proteins, current strategies for metabolite characterization still face significant obstacles. These challenges are largely caused by the high degree of chemical diversity among metabolite pools as well as the complexity of spatial and temporal distribution within living tissues. Plant metabolomics methodology and instrumentation are being developed at a rapid pace to address these analytical challenges.
Key Points
In the past decade plant metabolomics has experienced dramatic growth in both the technological aspects and in the types of biological questions being addressed. Metabolomics is currently constrained by analytical obstacles affecting compound identification, quantification and localization that are largely brought about by the tremendous extent of chemical diversity across metabolite populations. Stable isotope labeling can be used to provide additional control for extraction, fractionation, derivatization and detection to improve metabolite coverage quantification. Emerging mass spectrometry-based imaging technologies will help provide a spatial dimension to metabolomics. 
